Letters From the Open Road
Zipper Supplement
Jennifer L Parroccini Designs
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Draw a line with tailors chalk or temporary marking pen. This
will help you sew the edge of the placket to the zipper in a later
step.
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This is the final bind –off for the last welt. This ridge of stitches
becomes your placement guide and will get sewn to the edge
of the zipper.
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With zipper closed and features on the Fronts carefully aligned,
place anchor stitches at top, where the collar meets the welts,
where the welts meet the hem, and at the bottom. Placing
these anchor stitches will make seaming easier and will ensure
that the Fronts match perfectly when zipped.
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Whipstitch the very edge of the zipper to the bind-off on the
last welt. Work in the same direction (top to bottom or
bottom to top) on both sides of the Front. Do not yet stitch
the zipper to the hem or collar.

Using your drawn line as a guide, bring the needle from the
bottom of the zipper and up between the bar between two
knit stitches. Take the needle down through the same spot,
gently tacking the edge of the Placket to the zipper. Repeat
for every stitch.

The collar is sewn down using a back stitch. In this photo,
the needle is threaded through the column of stiches you
should sew through.
To back stitch, bring your needle up two stitches above the
welts, and bring it down through the stitch one stich above
the welts.
Continue in this way until the collar is sewn down.

Once the zipper is sewn down in the front, turn the work to
the back. Tuck the top of the zipper tape over and to the
side, so that it doesn’t impede the zipper. Sew the tape
down.
Whip stitch the edge of the zipper to the back of the collar.
Repeat steps for the hem.

Additional Resources
I’ve created a YouTube tutorial walking you through these steps: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=82MxvxOFogg

If you’re looking for additional support or would like to knit your Letters From the Open Road in
community, you can join my free Slack group here: https://join.slack.com/t/jpknitsthings-ozc1284/
shared_invite/zt-146yx8gzn-RKmNDv58DeNmhSxEHaEx_g

